
…relax, manifest, and refl ect.

DESIGN YOUR LUXURY
ORIGINALITY WITH

K-SAMONE & CO.

Design, Construction, Remodel, 
Real Estate Development

Serving Clients In: 
TX, MS, NY, WI, CA, GA, LDN, and all 

other USA and UK territories

4131 N. Central Expressway, Suite 900 
Dallas, TX 75204

Discover more at www.k-samone.com
Email us at info@k-samone.com Ph
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ADVERTISEMENT

As the CEO and founder of burgeoning powerhouse interior 
design and real estate development fi rm K-SAMONE & CO 
LLC, designer K’AY SAMONE knows a thing or two about 
manifesting big and expansive ideas. Her mission: elevating 
houses to homes, bland interiors to wow-factor moments, and 
transforming risk-averse clients into design-savvy savants. 

“We love fashioning homes to express the originality and story 
of our clients,” she says. “All of our spaces have a story to tell.”

The fi rm’s stunning luxury redesign of a Dallas-area town-
home exemplifi es this ethos, telling the story of the owner’s 
Indian heritage and refl ecting her aspirations for beachside 
living. A perfect layering of rich, spiced hues, luxuriant textures, 
and expertly curated furnishings and accessories fi lls the space 
with sophisticated warmth, while a showstopping wall treat-
ment and focal point chandelier elevate the aesthetic to one of 
impeccable yet comfortable formality. The energy is decidedly 
jet-set-Goa-getaway, a luxe retreat where the fashionable come 
to rest and recharge. 

It is a space purely refl ective of the client and elucidates her 
own originality, K’AY says, while illustrating a trademark of her 
fi rm’s knack for guiding and empowering clients to maximize 
the full potential of their homes.

“Let’s be audacious. Let’s take risks, fi nd your originality, and 
discover the story your space should tell about you,” she says. 
“When we’ve achieved that, your house will be your home.”
747-248-2581 | k-samone.com

DESIGN IN DALLAS/FORT WORTH

ELUCIDATED EXPERIENCES

ADVERTISEMENT

K-SAMONE & CO LLC transforms untapped 
real estate into audacious spaces where luxury 
meets one’s originality. 
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